newday
Inspired leadership
for the greater good

Newday Summit is a unique
one-day leadership event held
annually in Adelaide.
This one-day physical event features illustrious
speakers and creative activators from around
the globe, hand-picked for their incredible stories,
powerful content, and engaging delivery.
Restoration. Reflection. ReNewday.
We acknowledge that after the last few years of
uncertainty, anxiety and change, people need time
to restore and reconnect. That’s why Newday 2022
has been renamed ‘ReNewday’ – an opportunity for
restoration, reflection and renewal. Our speakers
and activators will share knowledge and expertise
for personal restoration, as well as strategies,
activities and inspiration to rejuvenate your teams
and the organisations, causes and communities
you lead.
A holistic wellbeing experience
The Newday Summit has been created as an holistic
experience to inspire the senses. We take care
of you. Opt-in yoga, massage, art therapy, nature
connection, weaving, meditation, coffee, yummy
food and our pop-up store packed with books and
gifts. And much more... you won’t want to leave!
Living the Newday philosophy
At Newday we design our program around five
streams — leadership and change; wellbeing and
resilience; cultural awareness; diversity and inclusion;
and social responsibility. In addition, Newday
contributes to six of the UN Global Goals to help
make the world a better place.
Extending our impact
After the inspiration of the day, we will provide each
Summit attendee with online learning resources
to help extend and embed speaker insights and
principles. This will enable our Newday community
to integrate transformational knowledge into their
daily lives, teams and organisations.

I am so grateful to have
attended Newday. I had
no idea what to expect
and it blew me away. It
allowed me to turn on a
few lights inside and has
excited me for this next
journey to begin.

This is the must-attend event for you. Whether you
are from the government, corporate, education, or
not-for-profit sector; a leader or leader-to-be; we
welcome you to join our community.
Wednesday, 9 November 2022
9:00am — 5:30pm
Adelaide Convention Centre
Hall C and Foyer E
Register at
https://events.humanitix.com/
newday-leadership-summit-2022
Newday Leadership facilitates Summits, Leadership
Labs and soirées that offer a wide-range of
perspectives and opportunities to be inspired, to
connect and to lead for the greater good.
Find out more at newday.world
or be in touch at contact@newday.world

Our speakers

Alex Soojung-Kim Pang
is famous for bringing the
4-day week concept to the
world. He is an internationally
renowned author and the
Global Programs Director at
4 Day Week Global. He is
travelling all the way from
California to spend the day
with us.

Damon Gameau
is an award-winning screen
writer/director, author, actor
and activist. His filmography
includes That Sugar Film,
2040, and his newest venture,
Regenerating Australia that
has inspired audiences across
Australia with a positive vision
for our future.

Jean Oelwang
is the President and founding
CEO of Virgin Unite, the
co-founder of not-for-profit
initiative, Plus Wonder, and the
author of the book ‘Partnering’.

Sukhbir Sandhu
is the Executive Director
for the Centre of Workplace
Excellence (CWeX) and
Associate Professor at the
University of South Australia,
specialising in local and global
environmental, social and
governance (ESG) issues.

Dr Neralie Cain
is the Director and Principal
Clinical Psychologist at NLC
Psychology, specialising in
psychological treatments for
insomnia and other sleep
problems.

Magda Nenycz-Thiel
is the Industry Growth
Professor at UniSA,
specialising in industry
growth, e-commerce and
neuromarketing.

Riten Jangbu Sherpa
(aka Tashi Sherpa)
is a Buddhist monk and
professional Everest
mountain guide.

Nicole Hatherly
is an award-winning global
brand strategist, thought
leadership specialist, leadership
expert, international keynote
speaker, multi-industry awards
judge, executive coach and
board advisor with almost 30
years’ experience.

... and more.

Jack Buckskin
is a proud Kaurna and
Narungga man who has
dedicated his life to learning
and passing on the knowledge
and language of the Adelaide
Plains to future generations of
Kaurna people.

Katrina Webb OAM
is the founder and co-director
of Newday Leadership. She is
a Paralympic gold medallist,
international speaker,
self-mastery and whole
leadership strategist and a
physiotherapist.

Matthew Wright-Simon
is a strategist, facilitator and
storyteller and his purpose is to
creatively engage and activate
people to contribute to positive
social, environmental and
economic impact.

We will be joined by a team of
activators who will bring extra
sensory experiences to our
summit, including Indigenous
weaving, art therapy, massage,
games and so much more.

